1. IDEAS partners with Plant for the Planet throughout Cape Verde, United Arab Emirates, Ghana, Kenya, and Tanzania, reaching thousands of farmers and educating thousands of youth on climate change.

2. U.S. Department of State’s Community Solutions Program (CSP) recognizes IDEAS as 2015 Host Organization of the Year for hosting Bidum Pradell from Pakhnik, Nepal and Marcos Monlevandrou from Brazil.

3. Plant Farming Orlando expands operations to 124,000 square feet, selling over 1,000,000 plants a year, while supporting the community through educational workshops and manager training.

4. IDEAS For Uganda partners with GIZ Solar and Citizen Energy, implementation of solar PV systems across 50 schools, training students and increasing access to clean water for over 1,000 children.

5. IDEAS For FIU leader, Cleo Castro, in partnership with ACC Solar and Citizen Energy, raise $94,000 to install a 30kw solar PV array and led interns in the construction of a community humates shelter in Miami, FL. Solar Builder Magazine selects the project as a finalist for the 2015 Solar Builder Project of the Year Award.
6. IDRA leaders Clayton Lewis Ferraro and Austin Vanderhorsh and Host the HIVE Workshop at California Student Sustainability Coalition's (CSC) at The University of California. HIVE will begin expanding its Affiliate Chapter Network to 30+ colleges across the state of California.

7. IDRA launches Solutions Fund Africa, funding five ($5,000) projects to YSS Liberia, IDRA for Uganda and IDRA for MSD Somalia. The project areas consist of sustainable agriculture, women's economic empowerment, and climate change education in African schools and community centers.

8. IDRA leaders, Chris Castro and Nick Thomaseus were invited to host the HIVE Workshop at 1035 United Nations Youth Assembly in New York City, engaging students and educators to plant 1,000 trees and engaging 100+ secondary students in a single day.

9. IDEAS For Democratic Republic of Congo is nearly completed IDEAS chapter for the year, led by Dominique Tape, develops and engages youth leaders to various action projects, including an annual event planting 1,000 trees and engaging 150+ secondary students in a single day.

10. IDEAS For Uganda hosts IDEAS Leader Justin Vanderhorsh for a two-day intensive rural electrification training and market development campaign. Together they held a ‘Energy Access Talks’ educating over 300 rural Ugandans on local solutions to energy poverty.
IDEA4 leaders, Christiann Kumpainen and Chris Castro, were invited to the 2015 International Student Week in Innsbruck (TPI) in Germany to deliver a keynote presentation. The event brought together approximately 500 student leaders and enthusiasts from more than 400 youth leaders from 30 countries around the world.

IDEA4 For Philippines, led by Ray Reyes, runs numerous hands-on efforts of trash, plants community gardens and educates hundreds of youth on climate change and sustainable development throughout the city of Manila, Philippines.

Hive D.C. - led by JulianneBelleo, Andrea Michelle Anderson-Zinkl, and Stefan Hakim - hosts Hive Meetups in the back yard of the Capital Club and weekly Yoga boot athletic clean ups at the Washington Channel, a tributary of the Anacostia River and greater Chesapeake Bay in Washington D.C.

President Obama and family send a letter urging IDEA4 reciprocations our commitment to help build new schools and communities over the last four years.
With gratitude and cheer, we send our warmest wishes for health and happiness this holiday season.

[Signatures]
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